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WEDDING PRICES 2015

‘DOTTIE’
All our packages include full day Wedding coverage

which get's you full day coverage from getting Glammed up to strutting your stuff on the dance floor with
two Dottie, completely barking mad but lovable ladies with an assortment of amazing Canon mark 11 and 111
5d's and lots of very expensive primes and zoom lenses to get great pics in good and poor light!
Your own viewing website with around 60 retouched images in a tear jerking slideshow, a thankyou message
area and at least 400 password protected images to bring back all the memorys that you will soon forget
from the day.
Advice if required... remembers it maybe your first wedding but we have shot lots, they are all slightly
different but if you not sure ask and we will try to help!

£2200 wedding coverage and Digital Images
Your very own high res pass gallery with at least 400, A3 images already for you and who ever you
send the link too print off and hang on your walls. These images will of been lightened/darkened,
cropped and white balance for consistency. I prefer to pick the 60 images i fully edited but if
you want to thats fine just tell in advance and i will let you know when you can view the images
to choose from.
£2600 wedding coverage and Folio album
15 pages (30 Sides) Digital 12" folio, around 70 images and all digitally enhanced.
We have a large choice of fantastic albums in various sizes, at our studio so please just give
us a tinkle if you would like to have a look. We also sell Queensbury albums but these can be
more expensive.
£3000 Wedding coverage, Digital Images and Folio album
Both of the above.
£395 Pre or post wedding shoot
2 - 3 hours at a location of your choose and around 150 unedited images to choose 20 to edit.
International weddings
We love shooting wedding’s abroad...who wouldn’t! But they do take us out the office for a long
while and inc additional costs for extra days, accommodation, car hire and flights, so please just
drop us some details for a detailed quotation.
Prices valid until 31st December 2015
Please note: Unfortunately bookings cannot be secured until booking forms are returned along
with a deposit. really sorry but we get lots of enquiries and it can be very time consumming
and quite mind boggling chasing people up...and lets face it, if you wanted us you would book
before we get snapped up!
TRAVEL
Sorry but Wedding locations over 80 miles may have additional traveling cost’s of £1.50 per mile
This may seem extreme but this is to pay for overnight accommodation for one or two nights dependent
on distance, as you can imagine its really hard work shooting a wedding and if you added 3 hours
driving on before the wedding we would probably be asleep during the speeches, which would be
no good at all as this is our favorite part of the wedding. But on a plus side we would be in
no hurry to get home and still have our cameras so its not all doom and gloom.
Return
There
Example:
Distance to wedding 150 mile
3 hours 30 mins each way
80 miles free
80 miles free
70 miles @ £1.50
70 miles @ £1.50
would need 1 nights stay and
loads of diesel
Total cost £205

